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When considering the multi-turn dialogue systems, the model needs to generate a natural and 
contextual response. At present, HRAN, one of the most advanced models for multi-turn dialogue 
problems, uses a hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder combined with a hierarchical attention 
mechanism. However, for complex conversations, the traditional attention-based RNN does not 
fully understand the context, which results in attention to the wrong context that generates 
irrelevant responses. To solve this problem, we proposed an improved hierarchical recurrent 
attention network, a self-attention network (HSAN), instead of RNN, to learn word 
representations and utterances representations. Empirical studies on both Chinese and English 
datasets show that the proposed model has achieved significant improvement. 
KEYWORDS: Multi-turn dialogue; hierarchical neural network; attention mechanism; self-
attention. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dialogue systems exist in two main forms: (1) task-oriented dialogue systems, which is very 
robust at complete specific tasks in the vertical domain [1-5], and (2) non-task-oriented 
dialogue systems that generate human-like responses in the open domain [6-9], namely chat-
bots. It not only imitates human dialog in all the facets like answer questions about movies, 
music, travel, and other fields, but it also completes complex tasks like booking restaurant 
reservations [10], movie tickets, etc. Because of its high practical value, the research of 
dialogue systems has been widely paid attention to by academics and industry. With the 
explosive growth of data, a large conversational corpus is available [11], the focus of academic 
circles has gradually shifted to data-driven open domain dialogue systems. 
Over the past years, the neural-network-based approach became popular [12]. Researchers 
have extensively used neural networks based on the Seq2Seq framework [13] to explore fully 
data-driven open-domain dialogue systems. The Seq2Seq framework, which uses end-to-end 
training, has become an increasingly popular technique for open-domain dialogue generation. 
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However, these seq2seq-based models work well only for the single-turn dialogue system but 
are still quite difficult for the multi-turn dialogue systems. 
Recently, many research efforts have been devoted to generating more contextual and 
appropriate responses in the multi-turn dialogue generation. Serban et al. [14] extended a 
hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder framework and proposed one of the most popular 
models (HRED), which modeled the hierarchy of context. Referring to the idea of applying the 
attention mechanism in single-turn dialogues [15], Xing et al. [16] extended HRED by 
introducing the attention mechanism and named as the hierarchical recurrent attention 
network (HRAN) model. HRAN not only models the hierarchy of the context but also focuses 
on the important parts used selectively to generate a proper response. An empirical study on 
Chinese dialogue datasets shows that the HRAN model has improved in performance 
compared with HRED. But it has the following two shortcomings: 
• Low computational efficiency: When the attention mechanism based on RNN carries on the 
sequence alignment, the execution computation is serial and cannot be parallel. It cannot 
effectively utilize the accelerated computation hardware resources. However, on large data 
sets, computational efficiency is crucial and meaningful. 
• Generate irrelevant response: The traditional attention mechanism is realized based on 
RNN [17-19]. Due to the characteristics of the RNN structure that the later sequence 
contains more information when the attention calculates the weight, the later sequence is 
given a larger weight, resulting in more attention to the situation of close distance. 
However, in the multi-turn dialogue generation task, some relevant contexts are far away 
from the response. Therefore, multi-turn dialogue needs to select and use the important 
part of the context correctly and generate the context-related response. 
We suggest a hierarchical self-attention network to solve the above shortcomings. The 
improvement of the HSAN model is based on the HRAN and built in a hierarchical structure. 
HSAN model includes a word-level encoder, word-level attention, utterance-level encoder, 
utterance-level attention, and decoder. Rather than using RNN to encode utterance and context 
in the word-level encoder and utterance-level encoder, a multi-head self-attention [20] is 
employed to learn utterance representations and context representations. 
Firstly, the word-level encoder using a multi-head self-attention network is employed to 
acquire more informative word representations. Secondly, the important words are attended 
to, and the utterances vector is generated, using the word-level attention. The utterance vector 
is taken as the utterance level encoder input. Thirdly, the utterance-level encoder which uses a 
multi-head self-attention network encodes utterances and obtains utterances representations. 
Then the context vector is obtained through the utterance level attention. Finally, the decoder 
uses the previously predicted words and the context vector as a guide to decoding, generating 
the predicted words one at a time. 
In short, our main contributions are as follows: 
• Our proposed model considers how to select and use the dialogue context correctly. The 
attention performance can be improved by using the multi-head self-attention network 
instead of the recurrent neural networks. It is the first attempt to replace RNN coding with 
the self-attention network in a hierarchical attention structure which concentrates on a 
multi-turn dialogue system. 
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• Empirical studies of automatic evaluation and human judgment in both Chinese and English 
datasets show that our proposed HSAN model outperforms the baselines and produces an 
appropriate, informative response. 
2. RELATED WORK 
The original idea of implement an open domain dialogue system was to think of response 
generation as machine translation. Inspired by the successful application in machine 
translation, researchers gradually adopted Neural Machine Translation (NMT) model [19] for 
dialogue generation. Shang et al. [15] proposed a Neural Responding Machine (NRM) for short-
text conversation and trained on about 400,000 responses from Weibo. As you can see from 
the experiment results, the sequential model is effective in the dialogue task, which sets off a 
boom in the research of constructing an open domain generative dialog system using deep 
learning technology. Vinyals et al. [21] applied the encoder-decoder structure of the Seq2Seq 
to the open domain response generation task in 2015. All the above work is about the study of 
single-turn dialogues, but they ignored that the hierarchy of the context is vital to response 
generation. Therefore, Sordoni et al. [22], considering the influence of conversational history, 
proposed a DCGM model to encode context information. Serban et al. [14] proposed the HRED 
model to simulate the hierarchical structure of the context by referring to the hierarchical 
neural network, which encodes the semantics inside sentences and the context semantics 
between sentences, respectively. The HRED model focuses on the hierarchy of the context but 
does not concern the impact of important parts of the context on the response, which 
introduces noise into the model and loss of important information in the context, resulting in 
irrelevant responses. Xing et al. [16] extended the structure of HRED by introduced the 
attention mechanism applied to single-turn dialogue to the multi-turn domain and proposed a 
Hierarchical Recurrent Attention Network (HRAN) model. 
Inspired by those who focused their attention on the target area when studying, researchers 
proposed an attention mechanism. Then Bahdanau et al. [19] apply it to the NLP field, and then 
researchers rapidly employed it to single-turn dialogue system. Xing et al. [16] adopted a 
hierarchical attention network in multi-turn dialogue, which simulates the role of words and 
utterances in dialogue generation. Recently, Vaswani et al. [20] abandoned the traditional 
Encoder-Decoder model that combines the inherent patterns of CNN or RNN and used only the 
attention mechanism to construct a sequence coding layer for machine translation tasks. 
Experiments show that the model can reduce computation and improve parallel efficiency, and 
self-attention is superior in capturing long-distance dependence. 
3. METHOD 
3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW 
Consider a data set	 = 	, 	

 , in which  represents dialogue context and 	represents 
the response. Each  = , , . . . , contains a sequence of M utterances. Each utterance 
 = ,, ,, . . . , ,	consists of N tokens, where m∈{1,..., M]. Our goal is to establish a 
dialogue model that produces informative and coherent responses 	 = , , . . . ,  based 
on dialogue history C. 
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Figure 1 shows the overview of our proposed HSAN model composed of the word-level 
encoder, word-level attention, utterance-level encoder, utterance-level attention, and decoder. 
Firstly, a word-level encoder encodes the words of each utterance in the context as hidden 
states. Secondly, word-level attention is used to attend to the important words in utterances 
and generate utterances vectors. Then the utterance vectors are taken as the utterance level 
encoder input. The utterance level encoder using a multi-head self-attention network encodes 
utterances and gets utterances representations. Finally, the utterance level attention 
emphasizes the important utterances of the context and encodes them into a context vector. 
The context vector is used as decoder input, guiding the generation of responses. Next, HSAN 
details are given. 
 
Fig. 1  The architecture of Hierarchical Self-Attention Network 
3.2 WORD LEVEL ENCODER 
The word-level encoder module includes two layers. One is word embedding used to convert 
utterance from a series of words into a series of low-dimensional embedding vectors. Suppose 
utterance  with N-words as ,

 and each  in , m∈{1,..., M] as input of the word-
level encoder. Through the first layer, it is converted into a vector sequence ,

. 
The other layer used word level multi-head self-attention network [20]. Utterance 
representations must focus on the important words among the utterance. The experiment 
shows that the multi-head self-attention network represents better the word representation 
by capturing word interaction [20]. Thus, we employ the multi-head self-attention network to 
encode words ,	

in 	as word-level hidden states ,

. The k-th self-attention head 
representation of the i-th word in , ,
  is given by: 
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where 3
2and 1
2are the trainable parameters in the k-th head, and ,
  indicates the relative 
importance of the interaction between the i-th and j-th words, j∈{1,..., N]. The multi-head 
representation ℎ,	of the i-th word by connecting the representation of h=8 separate self-
attention heads reads: 
 ℎ, = 45678#ℎ,
 , ℎ,
 , . . . , ℎ,
9 + (3) 
3.3 WORD LEVEL ATTENTION 
The words in a sentence may have different effects on expression. Thus, we introduce an 
attention mechanism to attend to important words in utterance for learning more informative 
utterance representations and aggregate these important words into an utterance vector. 
Suppose the decoder has generated t-1 words at step t, according to the step t-1 decoder 
hidden state :;<, the word level attention represents utterance  as utterance vector 	= by 
using word-level hidden states ℎ,

, formulated as: 
 >,;
2 = :4?8@7A#ℎ,
 B2:;<+ (4) 
 = = ∑ >,;





 expresses the importance of words in utterance 	, and B2 is a trainable 
weight matrix. 
3.4 UTTERANCE LEVEL ENCODER 
Utterance vectors =  as the utterance level encoder input also uses the multi-head self-
attention network to encode utterances = to C  as hidden vectors of the context. 














 =+	 (7) 
where 3H and 1H are the trainable parameters in the k-th head, and D,
  indicates the relative 
importance of the interaction between the i-th and j-th utterance, j∈{1,...N}. The multi-head 
representation Cof the i-th word by connecting the representation of h=8 separate self-
attention heads reads: 
 C = 45678#C
, C
, . . . , C
9+ (8) 
3.5 UTTERANCE LEVEL ENCODER 
Different utterances may have different informativeness when expressing the context of a 
dialogue. Therefore, attention mechanisms are also used to attain utterances that are 
important for learning contextual expressions. Context vector 6;, calculated by utterance level 
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 6; = ∑ >
HC  (10) 
where >
H
 	measures the importance of utterances in  = , , . . . , 	and	BH is a 
trainable weight matrix. 
3.5 DECODER 
Language models (LM) are trained to calculate that the probability of a sequence of tokens 
being a linguistic sentence. When generating a sequence based on an LM, we can generate one 
word at a time based on the previously predicted words. The decoder of HSAN is an RNN 
language model [23] conditioned on the context vectors 6;; 	is given by Eq. (10). 
Frequently, the probability of predicting the word at step t is as follows: 
 L;|6;, , . . . , ;<
 = :4?8@7AD;
 (11) 
where D;	is given by: 
 D; 	= 	NO57=645678#6;, :; , PQR0+ (12) 
 :; 	= ?#:;<, PQR0+ (13) 
where f function is a GRU [24], the embedding of the step t-1's output PQR0 and the last hidden 
state :;< as the input of GRU, give the new decoder state :;. Then, concat 6;, :;, PQR0 and map a 
V-dimensional vector by linear layer, where V represents vocabulary size. Finally, D;	through a 
softmax layer obtains the word probability. The likelihood of every response sequence 
	 = , . . .  is computed by: 
 L	|; T
 = ∏ L;|, , . . . , ;<
;  (14) 
We denote θ as the parameter set of HSAN and trained objective to search parameters θ from 
D by maximize the likelihood of every sentence: 









In this section, we analyze the Chinese and English datasets used. Experiments were 
performed to evaluate our model and compared with several baseline models. 
4.1 DATASETS 
We used two publicly available multi-turn dialogue datasets, one is DailyDialog [25], an 
English dialogue dataset between people in daily life, and the other is KdConv [26], Chinese 
multi-domain knowledge-driven dialogue datasets. DailyDialog contains 11,318 hand-written 
dialogues which cover a variety of topics in our daily life. KdConv, recently proposed by Zhou 
et al. [26], contains an in-depth discussion of related topics in three fields: film, music, tourism, 
and a natural transition between multiple topics. We mainly study the multi-turn dialogue 
generation in the field of film, so only dialogues of such a topic are selected. In reality, multi-
turn dialogues are not limited to one or two topics, but the above datasets are adjusted for 
multi-turn dialogues generation tasks. 
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In the experiment, we eliminated the knowledge of KdConv first. As preprocessing, we split 
each dialogue into conversation pairs, then deleted less than 3 turns and more than 15 turns of 
dialogue. For KdConv we employed the Jieba Chinese word segmenter for tokenization and 
removed more than 50 words from sentences. In the end, we randomly divided the data into 
training, validation, and test sets and obtained 15,483, 1,924, 1,885 pairs in KdConv, and 
11,118, 1,000, 1,000 pairs in DailyDialog, respectively. 
4.2 BASELINES AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
In this experiment, we compared the proposed HSAN model with the following set of models: 
• Attn-Seq2Seq, a standard Seq2Seq model with attention [19], that is extensively applied 
in open-domain dialogue generation. 
• HRED, a hierarchical encoder-decoder model proposed by [14], that is the most basic 
multi-turn dialogue model. 
• HRAN, a hierarchical recurrent attention network proposed by [16], that is one of the best 
models in the multi-turn dialogues systems at this stage. 
The parameter setting of the model has an important effect on the experiment. To be specific, 
both Chinese and English vocabulary have a size of 25,000 and the dimension of word 
embedding is set to 200. During the decoding process, the special UNK token indicates that the 
generated words are not in the vocabulary. The batch size is set to 32, and all multi-head self-
attention networks with 512 hidden states and heads=8. The dropout method [27] is used in 
the experimental training of this paper to prevent the overfitting of parameters with the 
dropout rate set to 0.3. And gradient clipping is used to prevent gradient explosion. Adam 
optimizer is used in the optimization process. During the training process, the dynamic 
learning rate method is adopted, and the initial learning rate is set to 0.001. When the 
perplexity (PPL) of the valid set did not improve in 3 consecutive times, the learning rate was 
reduced by 10%. We run all models on a GTX 1070 Ti machine. 
4.3 EVALUATION MEASURES 
Evaluating non-task-driven dialogue systems is still an open question [28]. Now, there is no 
mature automatic evaluation method for generative dialogues systems, and there is no unified 
standard for automatic evaluation of generated. According to the problems to be solved, 
different automatic evaluation metrics are selected [29]. Xing et al. [16] mentioned that due to 
the diversity of responses, BLEU [30] is not suitable for an evaluation metric, so it is not used 
in this paper. 
4.3.1 AUTOMATIC EVALUATION 
Due to the strong generalization ability, perplexity [31] has been proposed previously to 
evaluate whether the generation results of the generative dialogue models are grammatical 
and fluent. For automatic evaluation, perplexity was used as the evaluation metric. The lower 
perplexity of the language model, the higher the probability of expected statement appearance, 
which indicates better generation performance. During the training process, we referred to the 
perplexity on the validation set to determine when to stop the training. It is considered that 
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the training has reached convergence and terminated if the perplexity of 10 consecutive turns 
does not decrease in the valid set. 
4.3.2 HUMAN JUDGEMENT 
For human judgment, we randomly sampled 300 contexts from the test datasets and generated 
responses for each model. Three annotators (all students majoring in NLP) were asked to 
compare the HSAN model and baselines, grading with a win, loss, tie. The win indicates that the 
HSAN model is more relevant, logically consistent with the context, and fluent than the 
baseline model; the loss that the baseline model works better; and the tie indicates that it is 
impossible to judge which one is better. 
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The perplexity results of each model shown in Table 1, and all models achieved the lowest 
perplexity in validation and test. The smaller the PPL, the closer the generated response is to 
the standard response. And you can see from the results, the HSAN model outperforms all 
baselines on perplexity. The Attn-Seq2Seq model always generates short and meaningless 
responses because it does not consider the structure of the conversational context. The HRED 
model produces a more flexible response. By analyzing the result of the HRED model, we can 
see that it is important to model the hierarchy of context for response generation. HRAN 
models the hierarchy of the context focusing on the important parts of the context, which 
generates more relevant responses than HRED. Compared to the above-mentioned models, the 
HSAN model not only understands the meaning of the conversation context but also selects 
correct contextual information and generates more proper and informative responses. A 
significance test was carried out for the perplexity and the results showed that the 
improvement of HSAN was statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). 





Test perplexity Validation 
perplexity 
Test perplexity 
Attn-Seq2Seq 49.17 51.94 40.58 37.42 
HRED 47.40 49.86 37.48 34.26 
HRAN 45.32 47.94 36.23 32.08 
HSAN 42.23 44.09 34.39 30.14 
The human evaluation results are shown in Tables 2 and 3. We can see from the results that 
the winning score is always greater than loss, indicating that the performance of the HSAN is 
superior to all baselines. KdConv, for example, compared with Attn-Seq2Seq, HRED, HRAN, the 
HSAN model achieves a preference of 12.68%, 11.8%, and 7.61%, respectively. In this paper, 
Kappa values [32] are used to verify the consistency among the annotators, and the results 
show that they have reached a relatively high agreement in judgment. We also performed 
significance tests, and the results show that the improvement of our model is meaningful on 
both the Chinese and English datasets (p-value <0.01). 
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Table 2  Human evaluation results of KdConv datasets 
Model Win(%) Loss(%) Tie(%) kappa 
HSAN vs. Attn-Seq2Seq 35.70 23.02 41.28 0.43 
HSAN vs. HRED 34.98 23.18 41.84 0.41 
HSAN vs. HRAN 32.40 24.79 42.81 0.42 
Table 3  Human evaluation results of DailyDialog datasets 
Model Win(%) Loss(%) Tie(%) kappa 
HSAN vs. Attn-Seq2Seq 34.16 18.56 47.28 0.44 
HSAN vs. HRED 30.48 19.89 49.63 0.41 
HSAN vs. HRAN 31.43 22.77 45.80 0.42 
4.5 CASE STUDY 
To further analyze the model performance, we list some cases with large turns on the test set 
as shown in Tables 4, 5 to compare the effect of the HSAN model with the baseline model on 
multi-turn dialogue. In Example 1, The Attn-Seq2Seq generates illogical responses, ex. “I know 
it's a Japanese movie”. For the HRED model, it is easy to generate some common responses, 
such as “I don't know about that”’. The HRAN model can bring up a new topic, ex. “But I do know 
where he is from?”, but the new topic will ignore the history of the conversation, ex. ‘Do you 
know where he's from?’. HSAN can take the initiative to change the topic when the long 
conversation is coming to an end, ex. “I don't know, but his movies are very good. Do you like 
movies?”’, and the topic discussed in the context will not be brought up again, preventing the 
repetition of dialogue. 
Table 4  Example 1 
u1：知道新海诚吗？ 
Do you know Makoto Shinkai? 
u2：是的，他是一名日本人,是个很出名的导演。 
Yes, He is a Japanese and a famous director. 
u1：他也是一个作家，你知道他是哪里人吗？ 
He's also a writer. Do you know where he's from? 
u2：他是日本长野县南佐久郡小海町出生的。 
He was born in Koachi, Minamisaka, Nagano Prefecture, Japan. 
u1：看过他的电影《你的名字》吗？ 
Have you seen his movie Your Name? 
u2：看过，这个电影很火的，不过我更喜欢《追逐繁星的孩子》。 
Yes, it was a hit, but I liked Children Who Chase Lost Voices from Deep Below. 
u1：这个动画我也很喜欢看，它是哪年上映的啊？ 
I also like this cartoon very much. When was it released? 
u2：它是 2016年 08 月 26 日上映的. 
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It was released on August 26, 2016. 
u1：谁配音的啊？  
That's great. It's so popular. Who voices it? 
u2：上白石萌音、神木隆之介等人。这个电影有没有得奖啊？ 
Mone Kamishiraishi and Kamiki Ryunosuke et al. Did the movie win any awards? 
Attn-Seq2Seq：这个就不知道了 ，不过我知道是在日本电影 。 
I don't know about this, but I know it's a Japanese movie. 
HRAN：这个我就不清楚了。 
I don't know about that. 
HRED： 这个我不知道，不过我知道他是哪里人啊？ 
I don't know that, but I do know where he is from? 
HSAN：这个我就不清楚了，不过他的电影很好看，你喜欢看电影吗？ 
I don't know, but his movies are very good. Do you like movies? 
In Example 2, the HSAN model is able to find relevant context and understand what it really 
means, ex. ‘This animation doesn't last long, does it?”, and give appropriate answers, such as 
“141 minutes. What do you think?”. However, baselines do not understand conversational 
questions and give an irrelevant or meaningless response. 
Table 5  Example 2. The bold part represents the relevant context of the response 
u1：你看过《龙猫》吗？ 
Have you seen My Neighbor Totoro? 
u2：看过，这是 2018 年 12 月 14日在中国公映的。 
Yes, it was released in China on December 14,2018. 
u1：那在日本是哪年上映的呢？ 
What year was it released in Japan? 
u2：1988年 04 月 16 日。 
April 16, 1988. 
u1：时隔这么久呢，这个电影又叫做《邻家的豆豆龙》。 
After all this time, the movie is called The Beanbeandragon Next Door. 
u2：这个动画的片长不长吧？ 
This animation doesn't last long, does it? 
Attn-Seq2Seq: 是的，我喜欢看。Yes, I like it. 
HRAN： 是的，它的导演是谁啊？Yes, who is its director? 
HRED： 是的，是在日本的动画。Yes, it's animation in Japan. 
HSAN：片长是 141分钟，你觉得怎么样？141 minutes. What do you think? 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we aimed to solve the defect of traditional attention for long-distance situations 
capture. We propose a novel multi-turn dialogue generation model to find relevant context, 
named HSAN. Our model enhances the capture ability of long-distance situations by 
introducing advanced technology self-attention network. Empirical results on Chinese and 
English datasets show that the HSAN model outperformed the most popular models. One 
epoch training time of the HSAN model is reduced by half compared with the HRAN model. 
However, it is found from the test results of the KdConv datasets that most of the responses do 
not match the facts when the conversation involves specific facts. One of the reasons for this 
phenomenon is that the model lacks knowledge. Future research should be introducing 
knowledge to avoid irrelevant responses and ensure more accurate ones without sacrificing 
efficiency and performance. 
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